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CVSTOS ARMORVMFirst, this issue is free to individual Arma subscribers.Why? Oh, call it whimsy on my part, if you like, perhapsthe need to make amends for the increasingly tardy ar-rival of this newsletter. Arma is like one of those all-too-frequent episodes of a certain science fiction series,where the starship Whatever slips into a particularly stickypiece of the time-space continuum and watches time passby at a different speed to itself. So it is that Arma�s num-bering and titular date (the one you are supposed to put ina reference, as opposed to the year in which it actually ap-pears) have slipped serenely backwards. Hence this issue� which, as we have already established, is free to sub-scribers � covers two volumes and years (11/12 for1999/2000) and thus warps itself through publicationhyperspace into the immediate past. The first part of vol-ume 13 (2001) will appear shortly after this... but thenyou have probably heard that one before.There is a theme to this volume (apart from a degreeof temporal uncertainty): antiquities. You will find anumber of unprovenanced items of military equipmentwithin the covers, some certain, some less so, but all lack-ing the context that archaeology could have given them.However, the absence of a provenance is not just a matterof an artefact being rendered stateless; it also loses credi-bility. This means that when something unusual comesalong, you cannot be sure it is genuine until a similarpiece has been excavated somewhere. For however con-vincing an antiquity may appear, there will always be afaker somewhere who can fool the specialist. So it is thatwe bring you one of a family of what are almost certainlyfake pieces of military equipment (�almost certainly� be-cause it is very difficult to prove satisfactorily that a goodfake is just that, particularly when the craftsman takes thetrouble to use ancient alloys).We also have an up-to-date list of Roman military re-enactment groups (as up-to-date as such lists ever canbe: which is not very...), should you feel the need to goand squeeze your body into a �lorica segmentata� (I fail tosee the attraction), and some Roman military equipmentfrom Russia. What more could you ask? Apart frompromptitude, of course...GLADIATOR?
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The Wrong Way RoundObservant readers will have noticed that the illustrationof the gladius and sheath from Vindonissa published inthe last issue had something wrong with it. You havehad a while to stare at it now, so it can be revealed thatthe back face of the scabbard has been reversed in publi-cation, so that the corrected illustration should lookmore like the image above.Gladiator Or Not?Shamelessly cashing in on the dregs of gladiator-fever, itis worth pointing out to readers who may not have seen itJon Coulston�s consideration of the sculpted armouredfigure from Alba Iulia (Romania) in Arma 7 (1995). Inthat short article, the question of the status of the figure �was he a legionary or a gladiator? � was raised and it nowlooks as if a definitive answer can be supplied. The figure(see front cover) is depicted with a curved rectangularbody shield, segmental body armour and an armguard.He is also shown to be wearing a sword scabbard on hisleft-hand hip: a sure sign that the sculpture dates to the2nd or 3rd century and that the figure is not intended tobe a gladiator, as gladiators are not depicted wearingsword scabbards. Or are they? Can any reader supply de-tails of a plausible depiction of a gladiator with such ascabbard?

Developments at JRMESIncreasing delays in the appearance of the Journal of Ro-man Military Equipment Studies (nearly nine months inthe case of volume 8) have led the editorial board tochange publishers for volume 9 and subsequent volumes.The journal will continue to be distributed by OxbowBooks. Volume 9 (a miscellaneous one) was publishedon December 22nd 2000. Volume 10 (the MainzROMEC, concentrating on the equipment of the LaterEmpire) will be available from the beginning of August,and then volume 11 (the South Shields ROMEC on re-construction, re-enactment, and experimental archaeol-ogy) will follow before the end of 2001.Meanwhile, the JRMES website can now be reached atwww.jrmes.org and the consolidated index that can befound there continues to grow (by the end of July, itshould include volume 10) and is downloadable as a PDF.Oxbow Books can be contacted at Park End Place, Ox-ford OX1 1HN, UK (Tel: +44 (0)1865 241249, Fax:01865 794449, Email oxbow@oxbowbooks.com) with awebsite at www.oxbowbooks.com or in the USA as TheDavid Brown Book Company, PO Box 511, Oakville, CT06779, USA (Tel: +1 860-945-9329, Fax: +1 860-945-9468, Email: david.brown.bk.co@snet.net).New BooksA new volume of the catalogue of the Guttmann collec-tion has been published, much of which � in keeping withthe theme of this issue � has been acquired on the antiqui-ties market and lacks anything except the vaguest ofprovenances. It has to be said that some of the helmetswill, at the very least, cause the reader to cock an eyebrow.
Junkelmann, M. 2000: Römische Helme. Band VIII SammlungAxel Guttmann, Mainz

More straightforward, and less controversial, is thiswelcome new catalogue of decorated dagger scabbrds.
Obmann, J. 2000: Studien zu römischen Dolchscheiden des 1.Jahrhunderts n.Chr. Archäologische Zeugnisse und bildlicheÜberlieferung.Kölner Studien zur Archäologie der Römi-schen Provinzen 4, RahdenBibliography of Roman Military EquipmentSince 1980Papers (Part 17)Aurrecoechea Fernández, J. 1996: �Bronze studs from RomanSpain�, JRMES 7, 97�146Aurrecoechea Fernández, J. 1998: 'Apron fittings from Flaviantimes found in Spain', JRMES 9, 37-44Berrocal-Rangel, L. 1997: �A propos des peuples, des armes etdes sites pendant les Guerres Lusitaniennes: une visiond�ensemble�, JRMES 8, 123�36Bidwell, P. 1997�8: �A probable Roman shipwreck on the HerdSand at South Shields�, Arbeia Journal 6�7, 1�23



Brouquier-Reddé, V. 1997: �L�équipement militaire d�Alésiad�après les nouvelles recherches (prospections et fouil-les)�, JRMES 8, 277�88Connolly, P. 1997: �Pilum, gladius and pugio in the Late Repub-lic�, JRMES 8, 41�57Coulston, J.C.N. 1998: �Gladiators and soldiers: personnel andequipment in ludus and castra�, JRMES 9, 1�17Croom, A.T. 1997�8: �A ring mail shirt from South Shields�, Ar-beia Journal 6�7, 55�60Czarnecka, K. 1997: �Germanic weaponry of the Przeworsk cul-ture and its Celtic background�, JRMES 8, 291�7Deschler-Erb, E. 1999: �Militaria aus Windisch-Vindonissa imVergleich mit den Funden aus Kalkriese� , in Schlüter &Wiegels 1999, 227�40van Driel-Murray, C. 1999: �Dead men�s shoes�, in Schlüter &Wiegels 1999, 169�89van Enckevort, H., & Zee, K. 1999: �Militaria und Belegung desfrührömischen Lagers auf dem Kops Plateau in Nijmegen(Niederlande)�, in Schlüter & Wiegels 1999, 191�205Filloy Nieva, I. & Gil Zubillaga, E. 1997: �Las armas de las ne-cropolis celtibéricas de Carasta y La Hoya (Alava, Espa-ña). Tipologia de su puñales y prototipos del pugio�,JRMES 8, 137�50Flügel, C. 1998: �Gladii vom Übergangstyp Mainz/Pompeji�,JRMES 9, 45�51Flügel, C. 1999: �Ein römischer Militärorden in der Prähistori-schen Staatssammlung München�, Archäologisches Kor-respondenzblatt 29, 93�6Franzius, G. 1999: �Maskenhelme�, in Schlüter & Wiegels 1999,117�48Geyer, C. 1998: �Pila in hostes immittunt Anmerkungen zu ei-ner römischen Elementartaktik�, JRMES 9, 53�64Gracia Alonso, F. 1997: �L�artillerie romaine et les fortifica-tions ibériques dans la Conquête du Nord-Est de la pénin-sule ibérique (218�195 av. J.-C.)�, JRMES 8, 201�31Groenman-van Waateringe, van Beek, B.L., Willems, W.J.H.,& Wynia, S.L. (eds.) 1997: Roman Frontier Studies 1995,Oxbow Monograph 91, (Oxford)Horbacz, T.J. & Oledzki, Marek 1998: �Roman inlaid swords�,JRMES 9, 19�30Horvat, J. 1997: �Roman Republican weapons from Smihel inSlovenia�, JRMES 8, 105�20Iriarte, A. 1996: �Reconstructing the iron core from the Deurnehelmet�, JRMES 7, 51�7Iriarte, A., Gil, E., Fillov, I., & Garcia, M.L. 1997: �A votive de-posit of Republican weapons at Gracurris (Alfaro, LaRioja, Spain)�, JRMES 8, 233�50Keppie, L. 1997: �Military service in the late Republic: the evi-dence of inscriptions and sculpture�, JRMES 8, 3�11Künzl, E. 1997: �Waffendekor im Hellenismus�, JRMES 8, 61�89Künzl, E. 1999a: �Fellhelme�, in Schlüter & Wiegels 1999, 149�68Künzl, E. 1999b: �Römische Pferdestirnpanzer�, in Gudea, N.(ed.), Roman Frontier Studies. Proceedings of the XVIIthInternational Congress of Roman Frontier Studies, (Zalau),705�23Le Bohec, Y. 1997: �L�armement des Romains pendant lesGuerres Puniques d�après les sources littéraires�, JRMES8, 13�24

Liberati, A.M. 1997: �L�esercito di Roma nell�età delle guerrepuniche. Ricostruzioni e plastici del Museo della CiviltàRomana di Roma�, JRMES 8, 25�40Lodewijckx, M., Wouters, L., & Schuerman, E. 1996: �A thirdcentury collection of decorative objects from a Roman vil-la at Wange (Central Belgium): second interdisciplinaryreport�, JRMES 7, 1�20Lodewijckx, M., Wouters, L., Viaene, W., Salemink, J., Kucha,H., Wevers, M., & Wouters, R. 1997: �A new Roman tech-nique for the embellishment of Cu-alloyed objects�, inGroenman-van Waateringe et al 1997 435�7,Lyne, M. 1996: �Roman ships� fittings from Richborough�,JRMES 7, 147�9Negin, A.E. 1998: �Sarmatian cataphracts as prototypes for Ro-man equites cataphractarii�, JRMES 9, 65�75Petculescu, L. 1998: �Roman military equipment in Dacia in thefirst century A.D.�, in Roman, P. (ed.), The ThracianWorld at the Crossroads of Civilzations II. Proceedings of theSeventh International Congress of Thracology in Cons-tanţa�Mangalia�Tulcea 20�26 May 1996, (Bucureşti),261�85Petculescu, L. 1999a: �Fragments of helmets from the Romanfort at Jidava�, Acta Musei Napocensis 36, 189�96Petculescu, L. 1999b: �Roman military equipment in Barbari-cum in the proximity of the Dacian limes�, in Gudea, N.(ed.), Roman Frontier Studies. Proceedings of the XVIIthInternational Congress of Roman Frontier Studies, (Zalau),895�905Quesada Sanz, F. 1997a: �Gladius hispaniensis: an archaeologi-cal view from Iberia�, JRMES 8, 251�70Quesada Sanz, F. 1997b: �Montefortino-type and related hel-mets in the Iberian Peninsula: a study in archaeologicalcontext�, JRMES 8, 151�66Radman-Livaja, I. 1998: �Rimska streljacka oprema nadena naGardunu kod Trilja� (Roman projectiles and bone lathsfound at Gardun near Trilj), Opusc. Archaeol. 22, 219�31Rodríguez Colmenero, A. & Vega Avelaira, T. 1996: �Equipa-miento militar del campamento romano de Aquae Quer-quennae (Portoquintela, Ourense, España)�, JRMES 7,21�36Schalles, H.-J. 1999: �Beutegut oder Kampfplatzzeugnis?�, inSchlüter & Wiegels 1999, 207�25Schlüter, W. & Wiegels, R. (eds.) 1999: Rom, Germanien unddie Ausgrabungen von Kalkriese. Internationaler Kongressder Universität Osnabrück und des LandschaftverbandesOsnabrücker Land e.V. vom 2. bis 5. September 1996, Osna-brücker Forschungen zu Altertum und Antike-RezeptionBd. 1, (Osnabrück)Sievers, S. 1997: �Alesia und Osuna: Bemerkungen zur Normie-rung der spätrepublikanischen Bewaffnung und Ausrü-stung�, JRMES 8, 271�6Stephenson, I.P. 1997: �Roman Republican Training Equipment:form, function and the mock battle�, JRMES 8, 311�15Stiebel, G.D. 1997: �?...you were the word of war? A sling shottestimony from Israel�, JRMES 8, 301�7Ubl, H. 1999: �Frühkaiserzeitliche römische Waffenfunde ausÖsterreich�, in Schlüter & Wiegels 1999, 241�69
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Vanden Berghe, L. 1996: �Some Roman military equipment ofthe first three centuries AD in Belgian museums�, JRMES7, 59�95Vicente, J.D., Pilar Punter, M, & Ezquerra, B. 1997: �La cata-pulta tardo-republicana y otro equipamiento militar de�La Caridad� (Camineal, Teruel)�, JRMES 8, 167�99Völling, Th. 1997: �Römische Militaria in Griechenland. EinÜberblick�, JRMES 8, 91�103Woods, D. 1996: �The Scholae Palatinae and the Notitia Digni-tatum�, JRMES 7, 37�50Woods, D. 1998: �Two notes on late Roman military equip-ment�, JRMES 9, 31�5Zanier, W. 1997: �Ein einheimischer Opferplatz mit römischenWaffen der frühesten Okkupation (15�10 v. Chr.) beiOberammergau�, in Groenman-van Waateringe et al1997, 47�52Zwart, A.J.M. 1998: �A bridled horse burial from Beuningen(NL)�, JRMES 9, 77�84Reports (Part 15)Buxton. K. & Howard-Davies, C. 2000: Bremetenacum. Exca-vations at Roman Ribchester 1980, 1989�1990, LancasterImprints Series No.9, LancasterEvans, E. 2000: The Caerleon Canabae: Excavations in the CivilSettlement 1984�90, Britannia Monograph No.16, LondonKortüm, K. 1995: Portus-Pforzheim. Untersuchungen zur Archäo-logie und Geschichte in römischer Zeit, Quellen und Studienzur Geschichte der Stadt Pforzheim Bd.3, SigmaringenSeitz, G. 1999: Rainau-Buch I. Steinbauten im römischen Ka-stellvicus von Rainau-Buch (Ostalbkreis), Forschungenund Berichte zur Vor- und Frühgeschichte in Baden-Württemberg 57, StuttgartJust Another Cheekpiece?
M.C. Bishop

This short note concerns itself with a copper alloy hel-met cheekpiece (Fig.1), said to have been recoveredfrom the Thames near Battersea and kindly brought tothe attention of the writer by Mr M. Hardy.The object retains a brassy patination with blackish ar-eas, similar to other more familiar finds from the Thames.No corrosion products are present on the item. The ob-ject measures 169mm high, 109mm wide, and is c.1.5mmthick in the centre and c.2mm at the edges, where it hasbeen doubled over. The doubling or rolling (which aver-ages about 3mm in width) is present all the way round thecheekpiece (except for the top hinge area) and had beencarefully flattened (probably by hammering), the marks ofthis process being visible on the front of the object. Thereis a single hole near the centre of the frontal jaw lobe, inthe customary place for a chin fastening ring and rivet.The splaying of the metal caused by the piercing of thishole has been carefully hammered flat on the inside (thusit appears to have been pierced from the outside). Thecheekpiece retains a gentle curvature between theear/cheekbone line and the base of the jaw, whilst there isa slight out-turned flange up to 8mm wide along the lower

edge. The cheekbone lobe is higher than the highest pointof the rear jaw flange. No traces of tinning or silvering areevident. There are two folds near the top of the objectwhich appear to have been flattened out, perhaps sincediscovery. Tears in the metal, together with abrasionmarks on the inside of the plate, may have been causedduring this process. Another recent modification may bethe hinge tube at the top of the cheekpiece, which appearsto have been opened out and then re-rolled to a muchsmaller diameter (perhaps in imitation of the doubledover edges of the rest of the plate). There are diagonalscratches on the inner face in the vicinity of the fasteninghole and these too may be modern (perhaps the result ofabrasive cleaning). Occasional dimpling over the wholearea of the cheekpiece (exclusively from the inside to-wards the exterior) might be the result of over-enthusiastic finishing by the object�s manufacturer, but itis not inconceivable that these too have a recent origin.The technique of rolling the edges of the cheekpiece isnot often found, but can be paralleled. Three recently-published examples from Xanten exhibit exactly thesame method of edging.1 The rolling of the edges of platecan of course be seen on �lorica segmentata�, where theneck opening and the topmost girthplate beneath thearm were customarily rolled.2It was most common to edge a cheekpiece (whetheriron or copper alloy) with copper alloy piping. Althoughit may appear to be for decorative purposes, it had an en-tirely practical function: to hide the crude nature of theedges of many cheekpieces. Helmets like the Ossario ex-ample from the Dominican Republic (copper alloy)3show just how rough the edges of such pieces could be.In form, the cheekpiece under consideration heremost closely resembles an example from Büderich andone attached to a helmet from the Rhine at Mainz, bothdefined by Robinson as belonging to his Auxiliary Infan-try group.4 The Büderich piece has a larger cheekbonelobe than the Battersea cheekpiece, but otherwise showsa number of points of similarity in its simplicity and theslight out-turned flange along the jawline. However, inoutline the Battersea piece most closely resembles one ofRobinson�s Imperial-Italic group of cheekpieces, alsofrom the Rhine at Mainz.5
Notes1. SCHALLES & SCHREITER, 1993,Taf.26,Mil.10�11; 27,Mil.13.2. ROBINSON, 1975, 177.3. BENNETT, 1989.4. ROBINSON, 1975, 85, Pls.229�30, 235�6.5. ROBINSON, 1975, 68�70, Pls.232.BibliographyBENNETT 1989: Bennett, J., �A Roman helmet in the Domini-can Republic�, in Driel-Murray, C. van (ed.), Roman Mili-tary Equipment: the Sources of Evidence. Proceedings of theFifth Roman Military Equipment Conference, BAR Int.Ser. 476, Oxford, 235-45
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ROBINSON 1975: Robinson, H.R., The Armour of ImperialRome, LondonSCHALLES & SCHREITER 1993: Schalles, H.-J. and Schrei-ter, C., Geschichte aus dem Kies. Neue Funde aus dem Al-ten Rhein bei Xanten, Xantener Berichte 3, KölnA New 3rd-Century Dagger Scabbard, ora Good Fake?
M.C. Bishop

The discovery of a new dagger scabbard from Britainwouldbe worthy of comment in itself, if for no other rea-son than that they are rare objects in this country. It wouldbe even more significant if it were of a 3rd-century typeand most surprising if it were of such a unique and unprec-edented form. Unfortunately, the object in question doesnot come from a sound archaeological context, but fromthe antiquities market, which, if genuine, would inevitablydiminish its worth. The provenance was reported to thepurchaser as being in the region of Hadrian�s Wall andthat the object was discovered in the 1950s, but in the ab-sence of proof such information is usually next-to-useless.Throughout the following consideration of the artefact,emphasis will be laid upon testing its authenticity.

DescriptionThe sheath is made of copper alloy with a dark (al-though in parts still brassy) patina. There is scarcely anycorrosion visible, although the object has apparentlybeen cleaned in recent times. It has been formed fromtwo sheets of metal, the rear being fastened to the frontby means of overlapping its edges to form, effectively, animitation of guttering. The object is elliptical in cross-section with the edges meeting at an extremely acute an-gle. The tip of the scabbard is missing and shows signs ofhaving been removed by cutting.The rear face of the object is unadorned, but retainsfaint dimpling reminiscent of that noted on the Batterseacheekpiece.1 This is not a commonly-observed character-istic of Roman worked sheet copper alloy in this writer�sexperience, so may be due to similar depositional cir-cumstances, or may perhaps be a sign of production bythe same hand (unlikely in the case of the object beinggenuine), or of the use of a similar, but rare, technique offinishing the metal.The front face is decorated with two cutouts. The up-permost, slightly off-centre and just below the top pair ofsuspension rings is cruciform, with rounded lobes formingthe four arms of the cross. The whole upper aperture issurrounded by simple punctim beading, punched throughfrom the rear of the face. The lower opening reflects thetriangular openings of other dagger scabbards, but each of
5

Fig 1: Cheekpiece reported to have been found at Battersea, London (scale 1:2)



its corners is filled with a lobe. Each of these lobes was fur-ther adorned by the addition of a concave riveted roundel,two of which survive. The location of the missing roundelshows how the metal was raised into a hollow ring, uponwhich the roundel would sit. Two more such roundels areto be found at either side of the mouth of the scabbard,similarly seated and riveted. Damage has been sustainedby the front place at the point (where it terminates some10mm above the lowest point of the rear plate), in one cor-ner of the lower aperture (near the missing mouldedterminal), and at one edge of the top opening.The scabbard was suspended by means of four suspen-sion rings. Each copper-alloy ring is a simple oval loop,sub-circular in section, and 3mm thick. It is not clear howthe rings were formed: if they were made of wire, no obvi-ous joins are visible, and it is not inconceivable that theywere formed by stamping, in a similar way to that ob-served in mail rings.2 The rings are fastened to thescabbard by a simple rectangular plate, held to the dou-bled-over edge of the rear plate, by a pair of small dome-headed rivets. All of the rings are still articulated andonly one of the rivets is missing, on that upper suspension

ring closest to the damage already noted to the upperaperture of the front face.L: 244mm; Max. W of body: 87mm; W at mouth: 83mm;Max. Th: 15mm; Th. of front face: 0.5mm; Th of rear face:0.5mm; D. Roundels: 17-19mm; D. rivet heads: 3mm; Hsuspension rings: 15-16mm; W suspension rings: 12-13mm.DiscussionExamples of this type of dagger scabbard are best-known from the hoard from Künzing, although thesewere exclusively made of iron.3 Further examples havecome from Speyer and Tuchyna, whilst Britain has pro-duced the exceptional object from Copthall Court inLondon.4 The pieces from Künzing, Tuchyna, and Lon-don are all decorated in a similar way, with beadingparallel with the edge of the scabbard, on those sectionsbetween the cutouts. The Copthall Court, Speyer, andKünzing examples also feature a single rivet attachingthe suspension ring supports. Likewise, they are charac-terised by the front plate wrapping around the back andbeing rounded at the edges.There are thus a number of points of divergence be-tween the known dagger scabbards and the object underconsideration here. These can usefully be summarised asfollows:
• Most known examples are of iron (not copper alloy)
• Beaded decoration runs mainly parallel with theedges of the sheath (not around one of the cutouts)
• The front face of the sheath wraps around the rear(not the rear around the front in imitation of binding)
• The edge of the scabbard is rounded (not meeting atan acute angle).Our scabbard would thus appear to be outside the tra-dition of later dagger sheaths otherwise known. Thisinevitably leads on to considerations of authenticity: isthe object an example of a previously unencounteredtype (which is not, of itself, implausible), or is it a fake?ConclusionsThere is no doubt that this is an extremely interestingobject. If genuine � and there are many indications (qual-ity of workmanship and materials used, lack of �telepathy�with existing artefacts) that it could be � then it is an im-portant addition to the dagger scabbards already known.If not, then it is an extremely clever fake which would beworthy of being considered as a work of art in its own right.The quality of workmanship demonstrates the usualRoman absence of symmetry and imperfection of finish,most notably the rough edges of the cutouts. One fea-ture of modern replicas of Roman military equipment isthat most craftsmen find it extremely difficult to makeartefacts as badly as the Romans did: the temptation todo one�s best is obviously overwhelming. The sheetmetal used in the construction of the dagger scabbard isof a thickness and irregularity that are highly reminis-cent of Roman workmanship. One of the strongestarguments in favour of the authenticity of the weaponmight be the failure of its manufacturer to ape featuresof known genuine scabbards.
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Fig.1: The �new� copper alloy dagger scabbard (scale 1:2)



However, until such time as part or all of a similar ob-ject was excavated from a soundly dated archaeologicalcontext (or recognised in a museum collection as comingfrom such a provenance), an element of caution in ac-cepting the authenticity of the object would be essential.Some time after this object was brought to the atten-tion of the writer, he was shown a photograph of ahelmet, decorated in a similar style, but constructed witha separate bowl and neckguard, riveted together. This,together with a Pompeii-type scabbard constructed in asimilar fashion to the dagger sheath, and morecheekpieces with folded-over edges, gave an indicationthat something was wrong. One unique, unparalleleditem (the dagger scabbard) would be interesting, a sec-ond (the scabbard) unlikely, but a third (the helmet)simply suspicious. These items are undoubtedly evidenceof an extremely talented craftsman at work, but he (orshe) is modern and not Roman.Notes1. BISHOP 1999/2000.2. SIM 1997, 371.3. SCHÖNBERGER & HERMANN 1967-68, 57,60-1, Figs.18, 21-3; HERRMANN 1969, 133,Fig.3.4. Speyer: AuhV III.V.Taf.V,2; Tuchyna:KREKOVIC 1994, Fig.7,13; Copthall Court:MERRIFIELD 1965, Pl.99.BibliographyAuhV = L. Lindenschmit, Die Altertümer unserer heidnischenVorzeitBishop 1999/2000: Bishop, M.C. �Just another cheekpiece?�,Arma 11/12, 4�5Herrmann 1969: Herrmann, F.R. 1969: �Der Eisenhortfund ausdem Kastell Künzing�, Saalburg-Jahrbuch 26, 129�41Krekovic 1994: Krekovic, E. 1994: �Military equipment on theterritory of Slovakia�, Journal of Roman Military Equip-ment Studies 5, 211�25Merrifield 1965: Merrifield, R. The Roman City of London,LondonSchönberger and Hermann 1967-68: Schönberger, H. andHerrmann, F.R. 1967-68: �Das Römerkastell Künzing-Quintana�, Jahresbericht der Bayerischen Bodendenkmal-pflege 8-9, 37�86Sim 1997: Sim, D. �Roman chain-mail: experiments to reprodu-ce the techniques of manufacture� Britannia 28, 359�71
Roman Military Re-Enactment Groups2001There has never been so many legions on the face ofthe planet. Admittedly, some only have a few members,but they all need more � and if you want to join one, hereare the details organized geographically (not much pointin joining one in Russia � yes, there is a legion there � ifyou live in California, is there?). The information here isderived from a variety of sources (but using the websiteof legio XX in the USA � http://www.larp.com/legioxx/ �
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Andrei Negin

Finds of Roman equipment from the territory of the for-mer Soviet Union and modern Russia are very rare.Specimens of Roman swords were mostly found in the ter-ritory of the so-called �Chernyakhovskaya Culture�(named after the village of Chernyakhov where the firstmonument was found). The area of Chernyakhov�s cul-ture extends up to the Pripiat River in the north, to theSeversky Donets river in the east, to the Danube river inthe south, and to the mountain ranges of the SouthernCarpathians in the central part of modern Romania in thewest. As a rule, monuments of this Culture are found notfar from the ancient cities of the Northern Black Sea area.In the 20s of the 20th century Chernyakhov�s culture wasdefined as one with Roman influences. The presence ofRoman weapons and panoply in this territory can be ex-plained by the settlement of retired soldiers andbeneficiaries that served carlier on the Danube Limes.1Phracians and first of all Odrises, recruited from the fron-tier regions, carried the imperial relics with them whileretuming back to the native land and handed them down.On the left bank territory of the Dnieper river onlyone specimen of the sword of that time (1st�4th centuriesAD) was known up to our days (burial No.86 of theKompanievsky burial that was situated at the confluenceof the Psla and Vorskla rivers).One more sword was found accidentally after a fieldwas ploughed up at the northwestern outskirts ofKolomak settlement in Kharkov region in 1980. Earlierthe typical Chernyakov�s ceramics were gathered in thisplace and two coins attributed to the EmperorMaximian. A scale from the fire can be noticed on thissword and its blade was curved twice originally. The facttestified that the sword was most probably found in the
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place of the destroyed burial with the ritual of corpseburning. Unfortunately, the schoolboy who found it didnot remember the exact place of this find, besides whichhe tried to straighten the sword and, as a result, the swordwas broken into two parts.The sword (Fig.1) is double-edged, its total length is720 mm, the sword�s blade is 610 mm and it has someasymmetry with respect to the handle. Sizes of the ledgesseparating the handle from the blade are not equal: oneledge is 15 mm and the other is 8 mm. The width of theblade at the foot of the handle is 43 mm. The handle�slength is 120 mm. It is made in the pivot form, rectangu-lar in the section and narrowing to its end with a typicaltop as a small ball at the end.Similar finds can be seen in Poland among the swordsof the 3rd�4th centuries AD, well-known there in monu-ments of the Prseworska Culture.2 The similar swords ofthe late Roman period are often encountered in the ter-ritory of Germany.3The Roman sword of the second half of the 4th cen-tury AD is particularly close to our one from a burial inSuvalkovsky district of Poland.4 The same type of swordwas also revealed in the military burial from Lyon, datedby denarii of Septimius Severus to the year AD 197. Thelength of this blade is about 65 cm.5

A sample was taken from the cross-section of theKolomak blade close to the break for metallographicanalysis. The maximum thickness of the blade, where thetest was taken, is 3.5 mm. The minimum thickness is 1.8mm (it is taken at the foot of the bow-shaped hollow,which is not deep. The hollow�s width is 20 mm).The metallographic test revealed that the sword ismade out of a well-forged strip of metal. Themicrostructure of the sword consists of ferrite: here andthere traces of perlite. The iron�s microhardness is nothigh and it oscillates within the range of 116�170 kg/mm2.Slag was not revealed.From the provincial Roman swords of the end of the2nd and the beginning of the 3rd century AD, threeswords have been found in the territory of the WesternUkraine. There are also separate fragments of swords.So, in Summer 1995 an oval bronze plate was discoveredwhen a burial ground (3rd century BC to the 1st centuryAD) was investigated. The burial No. 57 was situated inthe western outskirts of Tenginskaya stanitsa (Cossackvillage) in Ust�-Labinsk district of Krasnodar region. Ori-ginally the function of this plate was not clear enough.The burial this plate was found in belonged to a child of4�8 years of age. The grave pit was not observed.The edge of the plate (Fig.2) was bent back, decoratedwith incisions. In the center of the plate there is a narrowrectangular hole with the marks of wear. The length ofthe plate is 83 mm, the width is 54 mm, the sizes of thehole are 20 × 5 mm.The search for analogies led to the conviction that theplate is none other than part of a Roman sword (Figs.3�4). As is known, the Roman swords of the first centuriesAD often had a wooden handguard and handgrip. Some-times, this wooden construction was hafted onto the ironhandle of a sword. Similar plates were found at theSaalburg, Germany, dated to the end of the 2nd centuryAD.6 A bronze dagger handguard from Zugmantel has asimilar form and date. The sword from Lyon, mentionedabove, had the same type of copper oval plate with aturned-up edge, having the maximum length of 7.5 cm.7And finally, the handguard on the �Sword of Tiberius� inthe British Museum can be considered as the nearestanalogy to the Tenginskaya plate (although the plate ofthe �Sword of Tiberius� has no engraved decoration).Besides swords from the territory of the formerU.S.S.R, there were also finds of other components ofRoman equipment. Not far from the Cossack village ofTenginskaya, mentioned above, 10 km to the east, in the
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Fig.1: The Kolomak sword.

Fig.2: Bronze plate from Tenginskaya (scale 2:3).



Vozdvizhenskaya stanitsa, there was found a Romanpilum (1st century BC�1st century AD) � the top of a Ro-man standard from burial mound No. 15 (burial moundsof the so-called �Gold Cemetery" near the Tifflisskayastanitsa on the right bank of the Kuban river).8 Also, twoItalian helmets of Montefortino type have been found re-cently over the Kuban in burials near the Vladimirskayaand Sereginskaya settlements. They are dated from theend of the 1st century BC to the very beginning of 1stcentury AD.9 An Imperial-Gallic type helmet dated tothe middle and the second half of the 1st century AD,was found near the town of Sochi.10Roman soldiers have never been to all the places offinds mentioned above. It means that the components ofthe Roman panoply could get there only as a result of thewidespread Roman import.Summing up, we can confidently say that the finds po-tential is not exhausted yet, because even the distributionplaces of the Roman garrisons have not been investi-gated completely yet � for instance, in Khersonesus (now

Sevastopol: vexillatio of legio XI Claudia in the mid-2ndto mid-3rd centuries AD). There are some places wherea lot of finds can be expected in legionary�s fortress andcanabae of the Dioskurius (Sebastopolis � now Sukhumi,Olbia), Pitiunt (Pitsunda), and Olvia (Borisfen).NOTES1. NEGIN n.d., 97.2. KOSTRZEWSKI et al 1965, 273, fig. 95; p. 8, fig. 29.3. JAHN, 1916, 127, fig.145.4. WIELOWIEJSKI, 1976, fig.30, 31.5. WUILLEUMIER, 1950, 146, fig.1.6. OLDENSTEIN, 1977, 88, Katalog Taf.9,1.7. WUILLEUMIER, 1950, 146, 147, fig.1.8. KROPOTKIN, 1970, 124; GUSHCHINA &ZASETSKAYA, 1994, 58 No.269, table 29.9. BERLIZOV et al, 1995, 122,127. table 45, 51; RAEV et al,1990, 132 No.12, fig.37, 2.10. SUDAREV, 1991, 143�5, fig.1.
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Fig.3: Details of the handguards of Roman swords anddaggers. !: National Museum Copenhagen; 2: Saalburg;3: Denmark; 4: Zugmantel; 5: Lyon.
Fig.4: 1 � Reconstruction of the gladius from the �Sword ofTiberius� (after Connolly); 2�3 � the �Sword of Tiberius� inthe British Museum.
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